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sons of (the) god(s)

אלהים) ה/ (אלים / בני עליון 

I. In several passages in the OT a group of heavenly beings other than Yahweh is
referred to by the expressions bĕnê ʿelyôn “children of Elyon” (Ps 82:6) and bĕnê ʾēlîm
(Ps 29:1; 89:7) or bĕnê (hā) ʾĕlōhîm (Gen 6:2, 4; Job 1:6; 2:1; 38:7; and originally Deut
32:8) “children of God”, “children of (the) gods” or “divine beings”. The concept appears
without the terminology in a few other passages in the OT. Corresponding Greek
expressions appear in the NT to characterize the ultimate transformation of God’s
people into heavenly beings.

Of the cognate expressions referring to a plurality of divine beings at Ugarit bn il is more
common than bn ilm. Bn il clearly refers to “the children of El”—at least, in one text El
addresses the gods (ilm) as “my children” (bny) (1.16 v:24). bn ilm is found only once
(KTU2 1.4 iii:14). Here it is preceded by pḫr “assembly”, which elsewhere is twice
followed immediately by ilm (i.e. “assembly of the gods”—or possibly “assembly of El”
[the divine name plus enclitic m]). The two expressions bn il “children of El” and pḫr ilm
“assembly of the gods” have perhaps been conflated in the unique expression pḫr bn ilm.
It remains uncertain, however, whether this is best rendered “assembly of the children
of El”, “assembly of the children of the gods”, or “assembly of the divine beings”. The
simplest solution is to assume that bn ilm was understood as an idiomatic periphrasis
for “the gods”, i.e. “the divine beings”. The one occurrence of bn ʾlm in a Phoenician text,
kl dr bn ʾlm (KAI 26 A III 19) is probably to be understood similarly: “the whole circle of
the divine beings”.

In Hebrew it is arguable whether the plural form of the word for ‘god’ in the phrase bĕnê
(hā)ʾĕlōhîm represents the plural concept, ‘gods’, or the singular ‘God’. That upon
reflection ancient Israelites might specify either a singular or a plural referent is
suggested by the occasional substitution of ʾēlîm (plural) or ʿElyôn (singular) for the
ambiguous (hā)ʾĕlōhîm. (However, some would see behind the MT ʾēlîm a singular
reference to the more specific old divine name El with enclitic m).

If ʾĕlōhîm had singular reference, the expression bĕnê ʾĕlōhîm would correspond most
closely to the Ugaritic expression bn il. The biblical identification of ʾĕlōhîm with
→Yahweh would suggest that the bĕnê (hā) ʾĕlōhîm were not independent of, but
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essentially related to, Israel’s god. This accords with Yahweh’s occasional use of the first
person plural (see below). Although this view is more appropriate to some contexts than
to others, it clearly lies behind the LXX’s consistent translation of both (hā) ʾĕlōhîm and
ʾēlîm (!) in these phrases by theou (or mou in Job 38:7, where God is speaking). Other
associations suggested by p 795 the term bĕnê- (descent from or participation in the
nature of the following noun) might be problematic for people emphasizing Yahweh’s
uniqueness in the heavenly sphere, or understanding Yahweh’s court to include the
subjected gods of other nations. Such people would have favoured a plural reference for
the second noun in bĕnê (hā) ʾĕlōhîm (which would then have been the formal
equivalent of the Ugaritic bn ilm). This too would suit some contexts more than others.
Probably, however, the expression was an idiomatic term for ‘divine beings’, as bĕnê
(hā) ʾādām was for ‘human beings’. Compare the parallelism of the two expressions in
the original text of Deut 32:8 and the pairing of bĕnê hā ʾĕlōhîm and bĕnôt hā ʾādām in
Gen 6:2 (see below; and note the similar suggestion in the case of Ugaritic bn ilm
above). This being so, Israelites would not normally have stopped to think about the
specific referent of the second term in the phrase.

II. At Ugarit the ‘divine beings’ appear in three of the traditional poems and in two
religious texts (as well as one fragmentary context: KTU2 1.62:7). They are cited for their
immortality in the Tale of Aqhat, where they appear in parallelism with Baal: having
offered Aqhat immortality, Anat promises he will have as many years//months in his life
as Baal//“the divine beings” (KTU2 1.17 vi:28–29). It is their ignorance that occasions
their mention in one of the shorter Baal narratives—the incomplete line KTU2 1.10 i:3
speaks of something “that the divine beings do not know”. (The mention of Anat and
Baal in the immediate [broken] context suggests that these two may share the
knowledge denied to the bn il.) The following two lines preserve the expressions parallel
to bn il: pḫr k(b)kbm and dr dt šmm “the assembly of the Stars” and “the circle of the
heavenly ones (lit. those of the heavens)”.

The gods are seen here as heavenly beings, associated or even identified with the stars.
In the last passage the reference is apparently to all the gods except those named, and
that would appear to be true in the first passage as well.

Collectives—such as pḫr and dr—are used with all the remaining cases of bn il, thus
representing the gods as a collectivity. In KTU2 1.4 iii:13–14 (in the main Baal cycle)
Baal complains that he has been spat upon “in the assembly of the divine beings” (btk
pḫr bn ilm). (In a god list [KTU2 1.47: 29] and an offering list [KTU2 1.148:9] the briefer
phrase pḫr ilm “assembly of the gods” is used.)
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In the first three lines of KTU2 1.65 (a text of disputed genre, that focuses on El and a
number of objects or attributes associated with him) bn il is used three times: il bn il/dr
bn il/mpḫrt bn il “El, the divine beings/the circle of the divine beings/the totality of the
divine beings”. While widely regarded as a religious text, it has been argued that this
tablet may have been used for a scribal exercise (M. Dietrich, O. Loretz & J. Sanmartín,
RS 4.474 = CTA 30—Schreibübung oder religiöse Text?, UF 7 [1975] 523–524). But even
if this is so, KTU2 1.40 shows that the model for the phrases in question is a religious
text. Similar expressions appear toward the end of each of the five sections of this ritual
text. The full context reads: “May it (a sacrifice) be borne to the Father of the divine
beings, may it be borne to the circle of the divine beings, to the totality of the divine
beings”. The use of the expression “the father of the divine beings” to refer to El tends to
support the suggestion above that the phrase translated literally “the children of El” was
already so idiomatic a term for the collectivity of the gods that it no longer conveyed the
fatherhood of El, but was simply a periphrasis for “gods”, i.e. “divine beings”. This would
explain how bn il might be interchanged with bn ilm, both in effect referring to the same
collectivity. In any case, both texts explicitly associate this collectivity closely with El
himself.

In literary texts from Ugarit then, the term refers to the generality of gods: they appear
with Baal as a model of immortality, and in different contexts are differentiated from
him by their insulting treatment of him and by their ignorance of something that he p
796 (apparently) knows. Religious texts present the bn il explicitly as a collectivity
closely associated with El.

At Karatepe king Azatiwada curses anyone displacing his record, invoking
“Baalshamem, El Creator of the Earth, the Everlasting Sun and the whole circle of divine
beings”. Here the same collective (dr) is used as in the religious texts from Ugarit, and
the expression seems to be used to refer to all the gods beyond the three mentioned.
(Contrast the more circumscribed group, kl ʾln qrt “all the gods of the city”, mentioned a
few lines earlier: KAI 26 A III 5.)

III. Bĕnê hā ʾĕlōhîm appears in Gen 6:2, 4; Job 1:6; 2:1; and without the article in Job
38:7. Bĕnê ʾēlîm appears in Pss 29:1 and 89:7. The LXX and Qumran Literature support
the earlier reading bĕnê ʾĕlōhîm for MT’s bĕnê Yiśrā ʾēl in Deut 32:8. Bĕnê ʿElyôn is used
only in Ps 82:6.

In Gen 6:2, 4 the bĕnê hā ʾĕlōhîm, male deities (not—generically—“children of the gods”)
find bĕnôt hā ʾādām, female humans, attractive and take in marriage whomever they
choose. Yahweh is conspicuous by his absence from these mythical events. His speech in
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verse 3, while making clear that humans have no possibility of immortality through such
divine connections, concerns humanity alone and ignores the bĕnê hā ʾĕlōhîm. It is clear
that the author is summarizing traditional mythical material about divine-human
unions as an illustration of the disorder that prevailed immediately before the flood.
This is further linked by temporal references (“in those days”, “of old”) with traditions
about the→Gibborim and the→Nephilim (v 4). The mythological character of these
references leaves no doubt that the divine beings in question are the gods of traditional
myth, known to us from various Near Eastern cultures. (For divine-human unions see
e.g. KTU2 1.23, the two versions of the Hattic myth of Illuyanka, and the references to
the hero’s parentage in the Epic of Gilgamesh, not to mention Greek myths.) This
traditional mythology is granted a quasi-historical reality in the lapidary portrayal of the
cosmic disorder that prevailed before the flood. But the reality conceded to the gods is
not related to the reality of Yahweh. The gods have relations with humans, but not with
God. Assigned to antediluvian times, they instantiate the disorder that motivated
Yahweh’s decision to punish the world with the Deluge.

In the earliest recoverable version of Deut 32:8 the old high god, here→Elyon, is
portrayed as allotting their territories to all the peoples of the world: “When Elyon gave
the nations their possessions, divided up humankind, he established the boundaries of
the peoples according to the number of the divine beings” (reading bny ʾlhym, as
reflected in the QL and LXX, for MT’s bĕnê Yiśrā ʾēl “Israelites”). According to this, the
number of gods is the basis for the number of peoples and countries in the world. The
final phrase implies not only that there was an identical number of gods, peoples and
territories, but that each people received its god as well as its territory (or each god
received his or her people and territory). As one of the divine beings, Yahweh received
Israel at the hands of Elyon, as each of the other gods received his or her people and
land from the same source. (Later the divine being in charge of a particular nation is
called its śar “→prince, officer”: Dan 10:13, 20–21.) This is an appropriate myth to
explain the contemporary situation as perceived by the composer: as the Israelites have
one land and one god, so each other nation has its land and its god. Similar thinking
appears in Judg 11:24, where Yahweh’s gift of territory to Israel serves as an analogy for
another nation’s receipt of its land from its god.

In other contexts the matching of people and gods is even clearer, though at the same
time Yahweh displaces Elyon as the distributor of benefices (see Deut 4:19; the gods are
here “all the→Host of Heaven”; cf. further 29:25). The understanding of Elyon as an
epithet of Yahweh leads to the interpretation of Deut 32:8 also as referring to Yahweh’s
distribution of lands to peoples.

By its substitution of bĕnê yiśrā ʾēl for bny ʾlhym the MT later made the number of p
797 the descendants of Israel the model for Yahweh’s distribution of peoples and lands
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and eliminated the divine beings altogether (cf. the substitution of mišpĕḥôt ʿammîm for
bĕnê ʾēlîm in the tricolon Ps 96:7–8a as compared with Ps 29:1–2a—see below).

Ps 82 also envisages Yahweh as one of the gods, though only for the sake of making a
radical distinction between him and them. Here the gods appear in assembly, and
Yahweh now deals with them directly. In vv 6–7 he says: “I thought, ‘You are gods
(ʾĕlōhîm; →God[s]), children of Elyon, all of you’; but you will die like people, fall like
any holder of high office”. The “children of Elyon” appear in parallelism with ʾĕlōhîm
“gods”, and are addressed while gathered in the divine assembly” (v 1;→Council).

The relationship of the divine beings to Yahweh is much more fully developed here than
anywhere else. Yahweh charges them with mismanaging the world (v 2) and calls upon
them to exercise just government (vv 3–4). They do not know the meaning of the term
and proceed in ignorance, while the world in their charge begins to come apart. Yahweh
now rhetorically (ironically?) admits having thought that they were really gods, but
proclaims his present recognition that they are mortal and doomed to fall from their
positions of responsibility.

Thus the heavenly beings are here again the gods, generally believed to be the rulers of
the world. The psalm’s purpose is to expose their total failure as governors—more
specifically, to have Yahweh expose that failure. For this purpose Yahweh is rhetorically
portrayed as having formerly shared general beliefs about the gods. But Yahweh is also
the one who exposes their true nature and announces their demise, and the one who in
the last verse of the psalm is acclaimed as their successor, governor of the world and
their heir to all the nations. Thus Ps 82 rhetorically acknowledges the gods’ claims to be
rulers of the nations, but does so only to demonstrate their failure and the justice of
Yahweh’s replacing them as ruler of the world.

Thus in Gen 6:1–4 the divine beings are portrayed in a reference to a traditional myth
(or myths), which is given a place in events leading up to the deluge. Here they are
radically differentiated and separated from Yahweh. In Deut 32:8–9 the divine beings
appeared originally as Yahweh’s peers, but the text is reread and eventually rewritten to
make Yahweh the supreme, and then the only, deity. In Ps 82 Yahweh again appears as
one of the divine beings, but only to expose his peers as total failures and to displace
them as ruler of the world. In the remaining cases, the divine beings appear as Yahweh’s
court—his servants and worshippers.

Before a discussion of these, reference should be made to some other passages which,
while not using the specific term, nevertheless seem to refer to these divine beings as
Yahweh’s peers. In Gen 3:22 Yahweh says: “The human has become like one of us”. Only
two kinds of being are envisaged here: divine and human. The human has acquired one
of the divine characteristics (knowledge) and is threatening to acquire another
(immortality v 22b; cf. 11:6–7). The phrase “one of us” clearly refers to any one of the
group of divine beings, of whom Yahweh is primus inter pares. In the priestly text, Gen
1:26, God again uses the first person plural when proposing to make humanity “in our
image, according to our likeness”. In this case, human beings are modelled on the divine
beings (among whom God is again by implication supreme and distinguished from the



animal kingdom, which they are to rule. (Cf. Ps 8:6, in which ʾĕlōhîm should perhaps be
translated “gods” rather than “God”.) Another use of the first person plural by God in Isa
6:8 again suggests the presence of the divine beings, though more specifically convened
as a→council and with Yahweh more explicitly in charge.

To turn now to other uses of the phrase “divine beings”: in the two episodes in heaven in
the prologue to the book of Job (Job 1:6–12; 2:1–7a) the bĕnê hā ʾĕlōhîm present
themselves to Yahweh, the→Satan among them. Yahweh initiates a topic of discussion,
the śāṭān makes a proposal, and p 798 Yahweh authorizes an action, carefully
delimited. It is clear from these passages that the divine beings in general customarily
came together at certain times to report to Yahweh. This is modelled on the old divine
Council convening to make decisions, with Yahweh here presiding as the high god.
While the dialogues between Yahweh and the śāṭān reveal the character of the latter
more than that of the group to which he belongs, they generally reflect the degree of
initiative individual assembly members may take as well as the primacy of the interests
and the final authority of the presiding officer. (Cf. the council’s discussion in the vision
report of Micaiah—1 Kgs 22:19b–22).

Two passages refer to the divine beings as a heavenly group that recognizes and
acknowledges Yahweh’s greatness. In the first speech of Yahweh in the Job poem,
Yahweh asks Job where he was at creation, at the time “when the morning stars rejoiced
together and all the bĕnê ʾĕlōhîm shouted for joy” (Job 38:7). The parallelism of “stars”
and bĕnê ʾĕlōhîm recalls the Ugaritic text KTU2 1.10 i:3–4 (bn il//pḫr kkbm “sons of
god//assembly of stars”). The traditional understanding of such a juxtaposition
certainly involved recognition of the identity of stars and gods, but the context gives no
indication of how precisely they were conceived here, whether in the traditional way or
in terms of the physical heavens with their stars (personified) and the mythological
heavens with their messengers and hosts (→Messenger;→Host of heaven), as in Ps
148:1–3. In any case, Job 38:7 depicts both groups as present at the foundation of the
earth (cf. Gen 1:26 above), rejoicing in Yahweh’s great achievement. Like the divine
assembly of the Babylonian Enūma eliš, their function is to give recognition and praise
to the creator god.

Ps 29 begins by calling upon the bĕnê ʾēlîm to attribute honour and strength to Yahweh.
Behind this lies the conception of Yahweh’s court. V. 9b spells out that Yahweh is sitting
in his heavenly palace/temple receiving honour (cf. v 10, where he is seated on the Flood
as king forever). The divine beings are here, as in Job 38:7, an undifferentiated group
whose function is simply to give due acknowledgement to Yahweh in recognition of his
powers and accomplishments. Nevertheless, another psalmist is sufficiently
uncomfortable with this expression to substitute mišpĕḥôt ʿammîm in the otherwise
identical tricolon Ps 96:7–8a (cf. the history of Deut 32:8 above).

Ps 89:7 asks who is comparable with Yahweh among the bĕnê ʾēlîm (parallel to
baššaḥaq “in the clouds”). The following verse further distinguishes Yahweh as a god
feared in the Council of the Holy Ones (→Saints) and “among all those around him”.
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Again the heavenly court is in view, and one of the terms by which its members are
referred to is bĕnê ʾēlîm. The poet’s use of this term to set off Yahweh’s uniqueness is
echoed in Exod 15:11, in which the term bĕnê is lacking: “Who is like you among the
gods (bāʾēlîm), Yahweh?” The LXX has “holy ones” as the parallel term in the second
colon (See also s.v. Saints). The comparison of the two verses shows the essential
identity of function of the two terms and groups, namely to distinguish Yahweh from all
other divine beings.

All except one of the passages reviewed so far have in view a group of divine beings to
varying degrees associated with Yahweh and distinguished from humanity. The
exception is Gen 6:1–4, where on the one hand the gods blur the line between divine and
human by mating with women, and on the other the narrative does not acknowledge any
relationship between them and Yahweh.

By the last centuries bce the dominant view of divine beings among Jews was that they
were→angels, a lesser order of heavenly beings at the one God’s beck and call. It was no
longer necessary to assert God’s superiority over them or difference from them, for they
no longer partook of divinity. When Jews of this period read the passages commented
on above they now understood them to refer, not to divine beings, but to angels. Thus
beside the more literal huioi theou “sons of God” the LXX uses the word angeloi
“angels”.

There is a single reference in the OT to p 799 one of the divine beings, which illustrates
this shift. In the story of the three Judeans cast into the furnace, Nebuchadnezzar, on
looking into the furnace, sees four men, one of whom resembles bar ʾĕlāhîn “a divine
being (lit. a son of gods)” (Dan 3:25). (This is the singular of the Aramaic equivalent of
bĕnê ʾĕlōhîm .) In his own terms, Nebuchadnezzar might think of this as a god, but when
he further expresses himself on the subject, he interprets the phenomenon in terms of
the religion of the three Judeans—and of the Jewish teller and hearers of the story: after
bringing the three out of the furnace, he blesses their god “who sent his messenger to
save his servants …” (3:28). This “divine being” is thus a manifestation of the traditional
→“angel of Yahweh”, a member of the divine court, here as elsewhere sent on an errand
of mercy and deliverance. (The LXX already translates the expression in 3:25 by angelos
kyriou.)

The apocrypha and pseudepigrapha conceive of the “children of God” as angels—though
the term is also used of faithful Jews. These two uses are virtually conflated in the
eschatological expectations of some texts, which see faithful Israel becoming heavenly
beings in God’s ultimate new order.

The NT adopts the idea and the term to embrace the newly defined community of God’s
people, and then also occasionally applies it to the quasi-angelic nature and status of the
faithful in the final transformation. This eschatalogical sense of the terms “children of
God” and “children of the Most High” appears in three passages in the gospels (cf.
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already Hos 2:1[Heb]/1:10 [Engl]). According to the seventh beatitude in Matthew,
peacemakers will be called huioi theou “children of God” (Matt 5:9). This is intended to
suggest, not that the beneficiaries of the peacemakers will think of them as angels, but
that God will ultimately call them his children, and therefore they will be such (cf. 1
John 3:1). In Luke’s version of the Sermon on (or off) the Mount, those who love their
enemies will receive a great reward and become “children of the Most High” (huioi
Hypsistou; Luke 6:35). This is the only occurrence of this expression in the NT, as Ps
82:6 is the only occurrence in the OT. Here, as there, the reference is to the same group
as the “children of God”. The most precise definition of this eschatalogical reality
appears in Luke 20:36, where Jesus says that those who experience resurrection will be
isangeloi “the equivalent of angels” and huioi theou “children of God”. This pair of
expressions places the resurrected in the same order of being as angels, while
distinguishing them from that group—they are not angeloi but isangeloi (cf. Mark 12:25
and Matt 22:30, which use only the expression hōs angeloi “like angels”).

Another pertinent distinction is made in 1 John 3:2: those addressed are now tekna
theou “children of God”, i.e. angels, but will in the end be like God (homoioi autōi), i.e.
divine beings. Here the traditional term (“children of God”) is used to express the
angelic nature presently enjoyed, while the traditional concept (“divine beings”) is used
to refer to the divine character ultimately to be assumed.
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